Guide
Welcome to my Town of Passion (ToP) Guide. This guide will be updated
after each Public build comes out, giving the “how-to” complete guideline.
Town of Passion is created by Siren’s Domain, an RPG Maker Adventure
game that uses puzzle-solving and riddles to further the game, with a
deeper story to tell. Do I have to tell the rewards? Isn’t that obvious...?
( ͡° ʖ͜ ͡°)
Anyway, the purpose of this guide is indeed help those who don’t know
what to do.
The rules of my guide are as follows:
1. Enjoy the game (or not? What else are you here for?).
2. Pictures are given to characters that have 3 hearts unlocked only.
3. Each update to this guide after each build/update will ONLY become
available 2-4 days after Public Release (plenty of time to play before
I spoil everything!). However, the day release for the update (of this
guide) is dependent on what happens in my personal life.
Note: Any of the hyperlinks within the Guide will only be usable if you download the
Guide.
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I would like to thank Siren for allowing my guide to be shared with the
people that enjoy the game as much as I do. All pictures (such as the
village maps) provided by Siren that is used within this guide is highly
appreciated. Also, thanks for letting me use in-game pictures!!
Also, special thanks to TCullenDA, Muffy Midnight, ProfessorF, The
Spruce Moose, Sassquatch for all art shown in the Guide (and within the
game), Rivet (pixel art in game), RenatoSs (+ ProfessorF) for animations
(in the game), Oolay Tiger (voice in game). Thanks guys/gals for making
the game (and Guide) possible so we all can play! ;D
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Game Mechanics, Storylines, Items and Grinds
Game Mechanics:
There are three (3) main Game Mechanics of ToP: the first (1st) is the
Training Mechanic, where you are able to increase 4 stats (Strength,
Agility, Charm and Intelligence) to progress through the
Storyline/Questline. The second (2nd) is the Puzzle Mechanic, puzzles are
scattered throughout the different areas or questlines, having a keen
eye/mind is crucial. The third (3rd) is the Soft Dating Mechanic, where you
need to win the hearts of the Townsfolk/Villagers of Valencia to further the
Storyline, all characters are linear and do not require relentless amounts of
time keeping them happy every day (hence “soft”).
Buttons to use/know:
Arrow Keys – Move around.
Z or Enter – Interact with stuff.
X – Cancel or bring up main menu.
F2 – Show FPS and MS.
F3 – Works with F4 (or maximising the application) by expanding the
game screen to fit or keep the same.
F4 – Full Screen mode.
F5 – Restarts the game from beginning screen (Recommendation: save
first if you are anywhere important when using this!!!)
Storylines:
The story of Town of Passion progresses by interacting with the townsfolk
of Valencia. Given two paths to follow, Passion (see Mary, Evelynn, Haru)
and Lust (see Roselyn, Raylene, Akane). With each town character’s heart
won, you are allowed to progress either path. The Goddesses Page reveals
the storyline to their respective paths. Each Characters’ Page has been
given what Storyline they allow for your progression.
Items:
There are various items used within ToP, the most common are the potions
found throughout the areas, to merchandise from Evelynn’s shop, upgrades
from the Fairy Fountain and finally Special items.
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Potions:
• Strength Potion: Increases Strength.
• Agility Potion: Increases Agility.
• Vitality Tonic: Used within Realm of Pleasure or other areas, giving
Energy if caught by Demons/Clones/Monster Girls within.
• Intelligence Potion: Increases Intelligence.
• Charm Potion: Increases Charm.
• Mythical Potion: One of a kind, increases any Stat by a large
amount of XP, see Auri’s Page for details in Haunted Woods
Characters Section.
Note: Potions can also be created, in which a Bottle must be first bought,
which costs an extra 5 Gold after bottle purchase (8 gold totalled for 1
Potion).
Merchandise (Evelynn’s Shop):
•
•
•
•
•

Bottle > 3 Gold, used for containing Potion liquid.
Wine > 10 Gold, used for quests and for gifting.
Vitality Tonic > 5 Gold, restores 1 Energy.
Rope > 10 Gold, used to get to hard to reach areas or quests.
10 Gold > Goddess Coin, sell Goddess Coins for Gold.
Fairy Fountain:

The Fairy Fountain is located East of the Library (broken wall), granted to
those that have the strength to pass (Iron Gauntlet required).
• Gauntlet of Hera > 5 Goddess Coins
• Golden Spade > 5 Goddess Coins
Grinds:
This part is to allow for those that want to Grind and see how much each
level is gained. The order will be for lowest to highest from the current
build (1.5). Each level requires certain amounts of either doing tasks or
drinking potions, this can be in any combination as you see fit.
Experimentation is a good thing!
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Intelligence:
• Intelligence Level 1 > Go through Tutorial/ 1 Intelligence Potion/ 2
Times at Florist’s shop/ 1 study at library.
• Intelligence Level 2 > 1 Intelligence Potion/ 3 Times at Florist’s
shop/ 2 study at library.
• Intelligence Level 3 > 1 Intelligence Potion/ 4 Times at Florist’s
shop/ 2 study at library.
Strength:
• Strength Level 1 > 1 time at Dojo/ 1 Strength Potion/ 2 times “Lift
Barrels” at Raylene’s bar.
• Strength Level 2 > 2 time at Dojo/ 1 Strength Potion/ 4 times “Lift
Barrels” at Raylene’s bar.
• Strength Level 3 > 3 time at Dojo/ 1 Strength Potion/ 6 times “Lift
Barrels” at Raylene’s bar.
Charm:
• Charm Level 1 > 1 time “Serve Drinks” at Raylene’s Bar/ 1 Charm
Potion/ 1 Look at 49 Shades of Pink magazine.
• Charm Level 2 > 4 times “Serve Drinks” at Raylene’s Bar/ 1 Charm
Potion/ 2 Looks at 49 Shades of Pink magazine.
• Charm Level 3 > 5 times “Serve Drinks” at Raylene’s Bar/ 1 Charm
Potion/ 3 Looks at 49 Shades of Pink magazine.
Agility:
• Agility Level 1 > 1 time at Dojo/ 1 Agility Potion/ 1 time Helping
Out with Mary.
• Agility Level 2 > 2 times at Dojo/ 1 Agility Potion/ 5 times Helping
Out with Mary.
• Agility Level 3 > 4 times at Dojo/ 2 Agility Potion/ 7 times Helping
Out with Mary.
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Special Items:
Special Items are items that are, well, special. >_> Jokes aside, these items
help in the world around you and/or unlock extra content.
Quest Journal – Helps you keep track of active quests, have a look to get a
hint if you are stuck.
Slingshot – Fires pellets against monsters to stun momentarily.
Shovel – Used to unearth rocks to get anything from gold to Goddess
Coins.
Goddess Coins – a Currency for unlocking Bonus content or upgrades, see
Extra Content page for more information.
Lantern – Used in hard-to-see dark areas.
Iron Gauntlet – A prize from Akane to move heavy boulders, upgrade at
Fairy Fountain for Gauntlet of Hera.
Angel’s Feather – A prize from Haru to move over certain rocks.
Green Pendant – A gift from Mary.
Red Diamond – A strange Diamond that can cause insane lust.
Sakura Flower – Rarely grows in Valencia’s Forest, the perfect gift for
Haru.

Fragments:
Fragments are found all over Valencia to unlock the Boundaries to the
outside world.
Emerald Fragment – Unlocks the Valencia Wild Forest.
Amethyst Fragment – Unlocks the Haunted Woods.
Ruby Fragment – Unlocks the Valencia Coast.
Aquamarine Fragment – Unlocks Snowy Ridge.
Back to Index
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The Old Village
This is what the old Village
used to look.
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The Current Village
This is the current Village you
will be exploring (1.6.1 build).
This is to provide an overlay to
the buildings you will be using,
a close up with what building
during questlines will also be
provided below, so use this if
lost.
Home (O)
Roselyn’s Home (O)
Roselyn’s Storage (O)
Raylene’s Bar (O)
Dojo (O)
Evelynn’s Shop (O)
Library (O)
Florist’s Shop (O)
Bunny Manor (O)
Garden Maze (O)
Autumn Pond (O)
South Forest Entrance (O)
North Haunted Woods (O)
Valencia Cave (O)
West Valencia Coast
Entrance (O)
Fairy Fountain (O)
Maya’s Mine (O)
East Snowy Ridge Entrance (O)

N
E

W
S

Back to Index
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Let’s start this guide with the characters. For events, the day times to
forward with them is given, among extra information put in.
Most characters are done from the beginning of the game after skipping the
tutorial (you still maintain one XP point towards Agility and Charm), doing
so does of course leave a few scenes to be missed.
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Mary, you will need the following
Requirements:
Strength +1
Charm +2*
Agility +2
25 Gold
Each sex scene will be marked in Pink. Mary progresses the Passion
Storyline.
*Charm isn’t really a requirement, only gives extra dialogue. Indicated in
which events below.
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Morning: Talk to Mary inside house after waking up.
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Go to the Dojo to Exercise Agility. A cut-scene will play as you enter the
building, go interact with Haru – you’ll have Agility Level 1 now.
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Midday: Talk to Mary by the Chicken Pen. She will tell you to go to
Raylene.

Go to Raylene’s Bar. Enter a short cut-scene and then go up to Raylene and
choose Work. As Strength isn’t required just yet, choose Serve Drinks to
get that Charm up first. Level 1 Charm gained.
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Evening: Go back to your room to see Mary bathing, she will tell
you to get out. Go to Roselyn’s house and read the 49 Shades of Pink
on the table. Go home to sleep.

Morning: Talk to Mary. Go to Dojo to train Agility.
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Midday: Talk to Mary at Chicken Pen. She looks frustrated.
Go find the chickens, they will be in these 3 locations:
1. By the Dojo (he runs, so be quick and corner him!).
2. By the Inn.
3. Behind the Library.
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Gained “Help Out” option with Mary, this will raise your Agility during
Midday. Agility level 2 now gained.
Evening: Access your room to see Mary about to bath again. Go to
Raylene and Serve Drinks. Go home to sleep.
Morning: Eat Breakfast.
Midday: Go to bar and Serve Drinks.
Evening: Access room again. Charm Level 1 required for more
dialogue before Kiss Scene. Go to Roselyn’s house to read magazine
again. Charm Level 2 gained. Go home to sleep.
Morning: Talk to Mary. Nothing further happens, eat Breakfast.
Midday: Help out with Chickens and get a cut-scene.
Go check out Mary in the bath again for a second variation in dialogue,
then go to the Bar and Lift Barrels. Go home to sleep.
Morning: Talk to Mary. She will allow you access to bathe with her,
eat Breakfast.
Midday: Go work at the Bar and Lift Barrels. Strength Level 1
gained.
Evening: Go to Mary for a nice cut-scene, unfortunately that scene
ends abruptly. Go to sleep.
Morning: Talk to Mary, you will now need +1 Strength to proceed
further.
Note: Take the day to rest now by eating Breakfast and Lunch, you earned
it! Check Mary in bath for second variation. It’s worth the read! You don’t
have to if you don’t want to see the second dialogue variation, then eat
breakfast now.
Morning (following day if seen variation): Eat breakfast.
Midday: Go Help Out Mary for a cut-scene.
Evening: Go to Mary for a nice cut-scene to be in the bath with her.
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Mary mini-game #1:

This is Mary’s Realm of Pleasure, where you must capture her heart to get
an intimate scene. The Passion Bar on the left is your health, use Vitality
Tonics if it goes down. In the next area, you will need to avoid being near
or spotted by all the Marys. Move quickly passed them.
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When entering, the first Mary will move in a single file as indicated by the
double Red arrow. The above two Marys will move around the box, on the
side is a golden chest.
Note: To easily slip by the two Marys, there is a gap where MC is located.
3 Goddess Coins are gained.
After Heart is captured, access to Hand-Job scene.
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Morning: Talk to Mary and she will ask you a question about her
appearance. Charm Level 2 required for more dialogue.
Note: If your Charm isn’t level 2, you’ll avoid speaking your mind, but it
does not take anything away.
Rest up for the day. Check Mary in the Evening again for another dialogue
variation in the bath.
Morning: Wake up and go to Mary to access a nice short cut-scene.
Talk to Mary. Rest up for the day again.
Night (same day): Go see Mary standing outside her room and talk to
her.
Morning: Talk to Mary. She’ll tell you to get a costume made by
Roselyn to go with you to the Forest.
Midday: Talk to Roselyn at her house to get the Costume for Mary to
access the Forest. Give Costume to Mary.
Evening: Go to the bath with Mary.
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Mary’s mini-game #2:

Two of the Marys (Marked by O) will move in a box formation
around the pillars.
The two on the side by the chests (Marked by O) will only gaze
up and down, be quick to get those chests without being spotted.
3 total Goddess Coins are gained.
After Heart is captured, access to Boob-Job scene.
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Morning: Talk to Mary and request to Explore. Or you can wait
another day and get another dialogue variation in the bath.
Midday: Go exploring. You will find Mary near the Forest on your
way to Roselyn, talk to her before going.

Entering the Forest, do as she says above!
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Forest Lever Puzzle:
Forest Lever
Puzzle
Have Mary hold
down one of the
levers (Marked O)
and you hold to other
to draw the bridge.
Pull the middle lever
(Marked O) to hear a
timer, after the timer
sounds and a brief
dialogue, have Mary
pull on one of the
levers above (Marked
O), pull the middle
lever again and then
pull the other to draw
the bridge.
Go ahead and pick up
the Pendant (Marked
O), enter a nice cutscene and escape!
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Mary will want to thank you for finding her Pendant.

Mary’s mini-game #3:

The drawbridge to the first heart needs the two levers to be pulled (Marked O).
Once getting the heart the side drawbridges activate (Marked O).
To get to the final heart and the chest below the two levers above need to be pulled (Marked O).
Be warned. Activating both levers, another Mary will spawn (Marked O).
4 Goddess Coins are gained.
After the last heart is captured access to Blow-Job scene.
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Night: Sleep and be woken up to Mary masturbating. Check her out
and go back to sleep.

Morning: Wake up to a cut-scene. Talk to Mary about the Pendant.
Note: Third dialogue variations are available to all scenes now.
Now, this is where Agility Level 2 comes in, if you have been curious
about the sparkle in the kitchen (or have investigated it already), you’ll be
taken to the attic and check out Mary’s old diary in a pile for the answer
she doesn’t give you.
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Morning (same day): Talk to Mary. Go to Evelynn’s shop and talk to
her about the Date.

You now have 2 options for the date with the same price:

❖ Outdoor Date (left).
❖ Dinner Date (right).
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Both scenes offer a different experience and cost 25 Gold each (which you
should have during this Questline). Save and check both out. After making
your choice, go explore in the woods with Mary for another dialogue
variation. Exit Forest and go to Mary in the bath to view variations. Check
back with Evelynn the next morning to purchase supplies for date, go to
Mary and begin the date.
Note: If you have Level 4 Charm you can get a 40% discount to the price
of the Date from Evelynn.
Mary’s mini-game #4: Since it’s straightforward I don’t need to give a
picture like I have had with previous mini-games, at the end of the “minigame” where there are two switches, interact with both to get a final
confrontation to get the heart. 1 Goddess Coin is gained from the first
chest, the second is unreachable, look to where the floor is ‘weird’ to reach
it to get 3 Goddess Coins, gaining 4 Goddess Coins total.
After either option scenes you’ve finished Mary’s main questline.
1+ Passion.
Extra scene #1: if you go for a bath with Mary in the evening, a new option
will pop up and you unlock Bath Reverse Riding Sex scene.
Extra scene #2: Choosing Mary to wear her Adventure Outfit and choosing
to “Sleep In” at Night will allow you to keep your eyes closed when Mary
comes to wake you up. Doing so unlocks Sprite Morning Hand-Job/BlowJob scene.
If you give Mary a Bottle of Wine there will be a nice little scene at Late
Night.
Goddess Coin total from route: 14
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Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Kiss Scene
Hand-Job Scene
Boob-Job Scene
Blowjob Scene
Outdoor Standing Missionary Scene
Bed Riding/Cowgirl Scene
Extra Scenes (not in chronological order):
Bath Reverse Riding Sex Scene
Sprite Bed Sex Scene
Sprite Morning Hand-Job/Blow-Job scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Roselyn, you will need the following
Requirement:
Charm +3
Each scene will be marked in Pink. Roselyn progresses the Lust Storyline.
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Morning: Talk to Rose. She can be found in her home, but mostly
near the Goddess Fountain on sunny days.

Midday: Go to Raylene’s Bar, enter a short cut-scene, and earn
Charm by Serving Drinks. Charm Level 1 gained.

Go eat Dinner and sleep, then eat breakfast and Lunch.
Evening: Read through Rose’s porno mag (49 Shades of Pink) to
gain Charm. Go sleep.
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Morning: Talk to Rose. She will ask about you reading her
magazine, go eat breakfast.
Midday: Go Serve Drinks at Raylene’s bar again.
Note: You will notice Mary looks frustrated as you go outside. Ignore her.
Evening: Read magazine, be caught moist- red handed.
Practice with Rose now unlocked. No Charm was gained unfortunately as
you were interrupted. Go sleep.
Morning: Eat breakfast.
Midday: Visit Rose at her home. Ask for Practice, gain Charm.
Access to Kiss scene. Go to the bar and Serve Drinks. Charm Level 2
gained. Read Rose’s magazine in the evening. Go sleep.
Morning: Eat breakfast.
Midday: Visit Rose again, start off with a kiss to get second variation
and then choose New Lesson for a nice scene.
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Rose’s mini-game 1:

This is Roselyn’s Realm of Pleasure, the Lust bar on the right is your
health, use Vitality Tonics to restore it if caught. This is where you have to
be quick to get those hearts before Rose catches you… She looks hungry…
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When entering, Roselyn will spawn for the first time (after a timer sounds) on the
red circle (Marked O). After that, she will spawn anywhere else, so be careful!
How to know that she has spawned is by a loud cackle.
The Hearts can be found in these areas (Marked O). There are a total of 3, if you
find difficulty getting them, look carefully for lit areas, they do spawn at random.
Use the red switches when Rose chases you and she will de-spawn (Marked O).
The drawbridges activate once all 3 hearts are found (Marked O).
5 total Goddess Coins are gained from the silver chests.
After capturing the Purple Heart, access to Foot-Job scene.
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Evening: Go talk to Rose at Bar and then read up for more Charm.
Go to sleep.
Morning: Talk to Rose. You’ll need Charm Level 3 to progress
further.
Midday: Visit Rose and ask for a Foot-Job for another variation.
Evening: Read Rose’s magazine. Charm Level 3 gained. Go sleep.
Morning: Talk to Rose. Enter a nice kiss scene. Rose will tell you to
visit at night. Talk to Rose again for more dialogue.
Note: Kiss scene can also be taken in Rose’s house during Midday, check it
out if you want to see different dialogue.
Night: Visit Rose. Ask for next lesson.
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Rose mini-game 2:

I

I

I

The Hearts will spawn at random in these areas (Marked O). The hearts can appear at
places most common (marked I).
3 Hearts need to be captured for drawbridge (Marked O).
A 4th Heart needs to be captured to open the cage (Marked O).
As before, use the Levers to de-spawn Roselyn (Marked O).
3 Goddess Coins will be gained.
After capturing the Purple Heart, access to Position 69 scene.
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Morning: Talk to Rose, she will have a problem you need to help
with. Her costume designs have hit a snag! She will need a book.
See, books are precious! Go eat breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Night: Go to the Library, interact with fireplace. Access to secret
underground cellar now available (at night only).
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Book Puzzle:

To get passed the barrier (Marked O) you need to put all 4 books on their
particular shelf. 2 books are on shelves, 1 on the table and 1 in the red box
(Marked O).
Here is the tricky bit. Hint: Thy shelf’s neighbour holds the clue. The purple
pillars (Marked O) will disappear almost at the end of the Lust Route, the chest
gives 3 Goddess Coins.
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Get the book, you are now tired, go home and sleep, we can give the book
in the morning. Note: Going home now is optional, you can skip the two
events below if you want by just visiting Rose now.
Morning: Go to Rose and hand the book, she’ll tell you to join her to
night. Go eat breakfast, lunch and dinner or rest at the bench until
night.
Night: Visit Rose and talk to her.
Rose’s mini-game 3: Since there isn’t anything major I’ve to reveal on a
map here. Just explore the area to get 3 Goddess Coins, notice that Mary
and Raylene is here, when done, go up to Rose and gain the heart.
Access to Reverse Riding/Cowgirl scene.
Morning: Talk to Rose. Access to Rose’s upstairs now available.
Night: Visit Rose upstairs, behind the curtain. She will give you a
key to an area. Ask for Reverse scene again for another variation.
Morning: Talk to Rose, she will tell you to visit the Library, go to the
Library and speak to the Fae the Librarion about the key. She will
tell about restricted areas, being reminded about Rose’s Storage.
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Go to Rose’s Storage Room, the key will open the gate on the side.
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Enter through the gate, dig up the rubble and jump into the pit. This first
area should be familiar to you.
Pillar Puzzle:

2

1

3

This puzzle is really similar to the Tutorial/Minerva’s pillar puzzle. Enter a
particular order I like to call the “Scalene Torch” (Marked numbers). 2
and/or 3 will be out as you enter the sequence. Enter the portal and be taken
to another Goddess Realm, Minerva shows up.
Gained Power: Fire Balls (only works in this area unfortunately). Press Q
or Page Down to throw balls if you did not read.
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Nyx’s Puzzle:
To get the Item that is encased (Marked O)
you will have to burn all the web-like things
(Marked O).
The cave (Marked O) has a puzzle as well.
The way to get the Mysterious Gem is by
shooting a flame ball at it.
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Cave Puzzle:

This puzzle is a little tricky, but not to worry, 1 simple way to bypass is getting
rid of that web-like thing (Marked O) and moving the other boxes. Move the
box on the side (Marked O) up once, next to the broken pillar, and then slip into
the left-hand side. The rest should be simple! Exiting Cave resets everything.
5 Goddess Coins gained.

Morning (same day): Talk to Rose. She will tell you to see her at
Night.
Night: Go to Rose and talk to her. Access to Anal Doggy/Frog-style
scene.
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Rose’s Questline is now complete.
1+ Lust.
Talk to Rose the next day to finish her questline and check out the variation
for the last scene.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Kiss scene.
Foot-Job scene.
69 scene.
Reverse Riding/Cowgirl scene
Anal Doggy/Frog-style scene.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Raylene, you will need the following
Requirements:
Charm +3
30 Gold (3 Bottles of Wine)
Each scene will be marked in Pink. Raylene progresses the Lust Storyline.
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Midday: Visit Raylene in her bar. Talk to her, then Work on Serving
the Bar. Level 1 Charm gained.

Evening: Go to Roselyn’s house to read her magazine (marked O).
Go sleep.

Midday: Work, gain cut-scene.
Evening: Go to Rose’s house to read her magazine. Level 2 Charm
gained. Go sleep.
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Midday: Talk to Raylene. Go to Evelynn’s shop and buy Wine. Go
back to Raylene and Talk to give her the bottle. Work at Serving the
Bar.
Note: Access to Bar in Mornings now unlocked.
Evening: Go to Roselyn’s house to read her magazine. Go sleep.
Morning: Go to Raylene’s bar. Access to Hand-Job scene.
Midday: Talk to Raylene. Work at Bar serving Drinks, gain cutscene.
Evening: Go to Roselyn’s house to read her magazine. Level 3
Charm gained. Go sleep.
Morning: Go to Raylene to access second variation in scene.
Midday: Talk to Raylene. She will tell you about a special bottle of
booze downstairs.
The Knob will be outside the bar to the right, between the woodstack and the barrel if you were not reading what she said!
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Cellar Lever Puzzle:
Cellar Lever Puzzle
Upon entering, pick up the Lantern on the
table (marked O). You will not be able to
enter unless you do.
Navigate through the darkness and then a cutscene will play. The Stone plate will say:
“Grey will reset. The liquoR storaGe is
beYond the taBle.” Navigate through the
darkness activating the switches (marked O)
in a certain sequence.
Hint: To the Capital, think of Colour.
Once you have activated them in that
sequence a gate will open (marked O).
Pick up the Champagne in the silver chest
(marked O).
The first Brown Chest (marked O) will give a
Bottle of Wine, the second behind a hidden
wall (marked O) will give 3 Goddess Coins.
The Stone Pile will give 8 gold (marked O).
The barrel will give a Bottle of Wine (marked
O).
The Gold Lever (marked O), unlocks the fire
barrier to the Barley Charm, to unlock, read
the broken stone tablet beside the Gold Lever.
Hint: First reset the levers and follow the
stone tablet.
The Cellar Door (marked O) will take you to
Raylene’s Bedroom.
The Purple Pillars (marked O) will disappear
near the end of the Lust Route, the chest
inside gives 3 Goddess Coins.
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Midday (same day): Go back upstairs and talk to Raylene to give
her the Champagne. She will reward you with a special job.
Choose to Work and pick Special Job (???).

Access to Bar Grind (Butt-Job) scene.
Evening: Talk to Raylene, she will wonder whether she wants Red
Wine or Ale.
Note #1: Going with either only slightly changes dialogue between them.
After your choice she will want you to join her in the Bar at night. What
changes here is that Raylene will now be sitting outside the bar instead of
in it at Night.
Note #2: Go and buy a wine bottle with the money you have acquired until
now if you didn’t find them in the Cellar.
Night (same day): Go to Raylene, her hair will be down and chilling
with a nice glass of wine. Talk to her. Choose the Drink option to
give her the Bottle of Wine (you will need Charm Level 2 to give her
the Wine Bottle). Enter a cut-scene, after cut-scene, access to Kiss
Scene gained.
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Midday: Go to Raylene, talk to her, then Work for Special Job for
second variation. (Note: again, if you didn’t take the wine from the
Cellar go buy another with the money acquired).
Night: Go to Raylene and choose Drink to give her the second Bottle
of Wine. Enter a cut-scene, Raylene has become quite tipsy, Roselyn
enters briefly to deliver a package to Raylene, what its contents is a
mystery. Access to Blow-Job scene gained. Go sleep.
Go do whatever you want for the Morning, Midday and Evening.
Night: Talk to Raylene and pick Special Date, a cut-scene will play.
Raylene will now require you to help with her desires.
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Raylene’s Mini-game:

This is Raylene’s Realm of Pleasure, the Lust bar on the right is your
health, use Vitality Tonics to restore it if caught. This is where you have to
rescue Raylene and avoid all the other clones.
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Raylene’s Mini-game:
Entering the room, you will need to
increase your visual distance by finding
and interacting with the Illuminate
Enhancing Stones (marked O).
The clones that move left and right
require precise timing (marked O).

1

The clones to be especially aware of are
the ones that do not move (marked O).

2

To unlock the gate, you will need to flip
the lever (marked O). Be aware the clone
that moves around the pillar (marked O)
when you go to flip the lever.
When the gate is open for entry, make use
of your extended illumination to see
where the clones that move (marked O).
The first (numeral 1) will spot you
immediately if you attempt to hid behind
the pillar or the wall below (marked Plus)
however the second will not. The second
(number 2) is easier to attempt getting
passed, just wait for the moment they
look away and make a dash for it!
Note: a scary way of getting passed the
first is via being spotted below and
running to get her off your tail long
enough to run back.
The gold chests will give a total of 6
Goddess Coins (marked O).
Go and rescue Raylene (marked O) to
enter another brief cut-scene.
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After cut-scene go downstairs to Raylene’s bedroom.

Go and talk to Raylene to see her in her Latex costume and then after some
dialogue, access to Reverse Riding/Cowgirl scene.
1+ Lust.
You have now completed Raylene’s Questline.
Note #1: All previous scenes have a second dialogue variation.
Note #2: A Bar Grind Sex scene can now be played and accessed as
another feature to the Bar Grind scene.
Note #3: Do read her journal on the table! (Shhh, I will not tell if you
don’t ;))
Sprite Scenes: interacting with Raylene’s door at Late Night (rainless) you
will get 2 different scenes involving Raylene and Roselyn.
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Extra scenes #1: If you have gone through Mary’s Questline to where she
wears the Adventure Costume, have her wear it and visit Raylene for the
Special Job during Midday! Roselyn will appear when you do Special Job
in the evenings (depending if she is there or not).
Extra scenes #2: Once you have unlocked the Oktoberfest Costume and
have gone through Raylene’s scene, an extra sex scene can be viewed with
her normal clothes in the morning.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Hand-Job scene.
Bar Grind scene.
Kiss scene.
Blow-Job scene.
Reverse Riding/Cowgirl scene.
Bar Grind Sex scene.
Extra scenes unlocked (not in chronological order):
Barstool Riding sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Evelynn, you will need the following
Requirements:
Strength +3
Agility +3
Scene will be marked in Pink. Evelynn progresses the Passion Storyline.
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Morning: Go to Evelynn’s Shop and talk to her.
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She will mention the Valencia Cave, go to the Valencia Cave.
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This area will require Strength Level 3 and completing Akane’s Aptitude
Test for Iron Gauntlet.
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Go to the Dojo and get a Cut-scene. Train Agility with Haru, gained Agility
Level 1.

Midday: Rest by the bench.
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Evening: Go into the Dojo to train Strength with Akane, gained
Strength Level 1. Go sleep after this.

From here, repeat this process until you have Strength Level 3 and Agility
Level 3.
Note: To increase the levels faster, go to Mary to Help Out after Chicken
Quest 2 or go to Raylene’s Bar to Lift Barrels at Midday instead of
twiddling your thumbs, you are the Man of the Village after all.
Once Strength Level 3 is acquired, talk to Akane in the Evening to go
through the Aptitude Test at Night, pass it and you will get the Gauntlet.
Go sleep. Once you have Agility Level 3, pass Haru’s Aptitude Test at
Midday. Rest and sleep.
Note: If you have trouble with the Aptitude Tests, just fail twice to have an
easier time, or increase your Strength and/or Agility to Levels 4 or 5 (and
fail twice!).
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Morning: Go to Valencia Cave and get the Ruby Fragment. After
getting the Ruby Fragment, go back to Evelynn and talk to get
dialogue, talk to her again to go Exploring. Go to the Red Boundary
Door, you will hop over since you have the Angel’s Feather.
Upon entering Valencia Coast, a Cut-scene will play, after Cut-scene
go to the Temple (left of map) and enter another Cut-scene. Gained
Kiss Scene.
Entering Temple, another Cut-scene plays and now you have to do
the Temple Boulder Puzzle.
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Temple Boulder Puzzle
Temple Main Floor (Sun Room)
To get through the Door (marked O),
you need to solve the puzzle to have
the sun power up the dais (marked
O).
Start off by moving Boulder 1 or 2
(Numbers) into the holes (marked O)
as the Red Line suggests (Blue Line
is alternate path). Boulder 1 will have
a small dialogue Cut-scene.

4

The Plate (marked O) will give some
history about the Grockians and also
the discovery of Evelynn’s age.
Boulder 3 and 4 require going down
the ladder (marked O).

1

2

3
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Temple (Basement)
Entering the Basement a Cut-scene
plays.
Pass through where Boulder 1 has
placed itself (number). Go up the stairs
(marked O) to get to Boulder 3.
Go to where Boulder 2 has placed
itself (number). Move onto the Golden
Plate (marked O) to be transported to
Temple (top).

4

Interacting with Plate (marked O) to
get more history.

1

See Temple (Outside) on the next page
before applying the following:
#1: Move Boulder 4 (marked O) onto
the silver plate to swap the direction of
the arrow plate (marked O).

2

#2: Boulder 3 will appear after it has
been pushed from Temple Main Floor
(marked O).
Move Boulder 3 onto the newly
formed silver plate, to then move it
onto the Yellow button (marked O).
Go back upstairs to go through the
previously locked door.

3
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Temple (Outside)
Get 8 gold from Golden chest (marked O). Then go to vines (marked O) to be transported to Temple Main Floor to push Boulder 4. Then move back to Temple (Basement).
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From here, just move up until a Cut-scene plays, gain Blow-Job scene.
After this you are taken back to the Village. Give a sigh of relief, you have
returned in one piece!!
Evening: Go talk to Evelynn, she seems a little worried. Go home to
eat Dinner and sleep. You will need it.
Morning: Go to Evelynn’s Shop and enter a Cut-scene. After Cutscene, go back to the Temple and enter another Cut-scene after you
enter the chamber you had worked so hard to get into.
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Evelynn’s Realm of Pleasure Boulder Puzzle:

Navigate through the treacherous tomb of Evelynn’s Heart. Beware of the
traps from within, do not behave like Indiana Jones, you will have no plot
armour and plot convenience against these boulders! Use Vitality Tonics to
restore Passion Meter.
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Round 1:
Upon entering, a Cut-scene plays
with an Evelynn-like being showing
up, possibly a clone or something
more. We cannot be fooled!
Continue your way, the golden plate
(marked O) is inactive.
The boulders (marked O) have a
span of 4-5 seconds to appear, be
quick to not be hit! The other two
boulders (marked O) have a span of
2 seconds to appear, be wary of
them!
The spikes are to be avoided at all
costs (marked O)!
The golden chest gives 3 Goddess
Coins (marked O).
Make your way to the golden heart
(marked O) for a Cut-scene to
occur, you will be stopped, advance
forward!
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Round 2:
Entering, an angel statue will
provide healing if you have less
than 3 vitality points (marked
O).
The Spike trap floor (marked O)
will be difficult to navigate, a
picture of where they come up
and where they do not has been
provided, see red arrow.
The next part are the boulders
(marked O), they are pretty
easily to move around if you
know their sequence, take a bit
of time to watch and when you
see an opportunity, take it!
The golden chest (marked O)
gives 1 Goddess Coin.
Interact with the Evelynn-like
being, she will tell you of any
further progression will be
dangerous, continue regardless
Indi- Hero!
From here it is pretty
straightforward, a long Cutscene that I do not need
requiring to show step-by-step.
See for yourself!
After you have gotten to the end,
you are taken back to Valencia.
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Evening: Returning to Valencia, a small Cut-scene plays in which
Evelynn will tell you to visit her at Night, go talk to Evelynn in her
shop. Then go rest by the bench.
Night: Go back to Evelynn’s shop, walk behind the curtain to be
taken to Evelynn’s room. After a small Cut-scene, gain Spooning
Sex scene.
1+ Passion.
You have now completed Evelynn’s Questline!
You can now visit any previous scenes to see their variations in dialogue.
Note: If it is not known to you, Evelynn is not in her shop on a rainy day in
the Evening, she can be spotted at Raylene’s Bar dancing quite cutely.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Kiss scene
Blow-Job scene
Spooning Sex Scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Akane, you will need the following
Requirement:
Strength +3
Scenes will be marked in Pink. Akane progresses the Lust Storyline.
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Morning: Go to the Dojo, enter a Cut-scene. Go rest by the bench.
Midday: Go speak with Akane, standing by the edge of the river
overlooking the Blue Boundary. Talk to her.

To continue with Akane’s Questline you will need Strength Level 3. Train
by having a Workout with Akane in the Evenings until you have.
Note: You can also go to the bar and choose Lift Barrels for faster result.
Once you have Strength Level 3 speak with Akane again either during
Midday or in the Dogo during the Evening. She will mention Special
Training, talk to her again and choose that option, and enter a cut-scene.
Gained Whip Spanking Scene.
Note: You do not have to go through her Strength Aptitude Test for her
Questline.
If you went through Special Training during Midday, talk to Akane in the
Dojo, otherwise talk to her the next day. If done during Midday, you can
immediately get the next Special Training to go to Akane's Training Zone.
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Akane’s Training Zone:
Akane’s Training Zone
Here you will have to be stealthy
to get passed all Akane Shadows.
Be aware of the gaze length of
each Akane (marked X and
Arrow).
Use Shadow Step before the Xs
to get by, you will only have 5-6
Seconds of Stealth Time, so be
careful!
Collect all Exam Tokens (marked
O).
Do not worry about being seen by
the Shadows after you collected
one of the tokens if you are not
into stealth, there is no health
restriction, yet. Fail as much as
you like!!
After collecting all Tokens,
return to Dojo for a Cut-scene
and then gain Foot-Job Scene.
Go rest up.
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Midday: Talk to Akane outside for your first mission.

Talk to Akane again to go through Special Training again to be taken to a
Guarded Fortress.
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Guarded Fortress:
Guarded Fortress
Get passed the enemies with Shadow
Step. Be mindful of their gaze length
(marked X and Arrow where needed).
The top section of the map, if caught,
you will respawn (marked Cross)
instead of starting from the
beginning.
To get the Iron Chest (marked O),
you will need to follow this pass
(marked Blue Line) with Shadow
Step. You will get a Strength Potion.
The Second Iron Chest (marked O)
will give you a Bottle of Wine.
The last sentry enemy (marked O)
will require a bit of strategy (hint:
Barrel or Rock), after getting passed
last sentry a Cut-scene plays.
Following a Narrow Escape, and a
yelling, go rest.
Akane will not be standing outside
due to being spooked. Rest until
Evening to go talk to her in the Dojo.
Enter Akane’s Realm of Pleasure.
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Akane’s Realm of Pleasure

Akane’s Realm of Pleasure, avoid any and all gazes of the shadows. Gain
all the hearts to melt Akane’s heart! Your Lust can be replenished with
Vitality Tonics.
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Akane’s Realm of Pleasure
Akane’s Realm of Pleasure
Strategic planning is essential to
winning Akane’s heart, collect
all Hearts.
Be aware of spots where you can
be caught (marked X) by any/all
Akanes. All areas not having an
“X” is safe!
Collecting the first two Hearts
(marked O) will unlock the
broken pillar (marked O) to
collect the third and final heart.
The Golden Chest (marked O)
gives 5 Goddess Coins. Be wary
of the bottom Akane (marked O)
when getting the chest.
Collect the final Heart, it is easy
to get to enter a brief Cut-scene
with Akane before having one
last match to gain Standing
Vaginal Full Nelson Scene.
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1+ Lust.
You have now completed Akane’s Questline!
You can now visit any previous scenes by taking the Special Training to
see their variations in dialogue.
Akane will once again be standing near the Blue Boundary, keeping watch.
Extra scene: Visit Akane/Haru’s room in the morning to see Akane by the
wall, talk to her and gain Sprite Wall Sex scene.
Total Goddess Coins acquired: 5
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Sprite Whip Spanking scene
Foot-Job scene
Standing Vaginal Full Nelson scene
Extra scene (not in chronological order):
Sprite Wall Sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Haru, you will need the following
Requirement:
Agility +3
Emerald Fragment
Scenes will be marked in Pink. Haru progresses the Passion Storyline.
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Morning: Go to the Dojo and enter a brief Cut-scene, then talk to
Haru for your first mission in the Puzzle Ruins.
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Haru’s Mission Training 1
Haru’s Mission 1
Start off with taking control of
Haru, then move to the block
(marked O) to stand on the red
button (marked O) to deactivate
the first spikes (marked O).
Swap back to the MC and move
him passed the spikes, then
swap back to Haru to stand on
the blue button (marked O) to
deactivate the second and third
spikes (marked O).
Move the MC to the green
switch (marked O) to deactivate
the fourth spike (marked O) for
Haru to interact with the green
button (marked O) to deactivate
the third, fifth and sixth spikes
(marked O).
Flip the grey switch (marked
O) to deactivate the seventh
spike (marked O) to get an
Agility Potion in the green
chest.
Return Haru to the green button
for the MC to flip the yellow
switch (marked O) to deactivate
the eighth spike (marked O) for
Haru to flip the purple switch
(marked O) to deactivate the
final spike (marked O) for the
MC to meet up with Haru.
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Finishing the puzzle, enter a brief Cut-scene and be taken to a new area
Angel’s Peak, interact with Haru for another Cut-scene and unlock Kiss
Scene.
Midday: Talk to Haru near the fountain and she will tell you about
her Aptitude test.

Note: From here you need to get Agility Level 3 to acquire the Angel’s
Feather, train with Haru in the mornings and help Mary with her chickens
during Midday until you have Agility level 3 and have exercised with her
to “activate/trigger” her Aptitude Test talk.
Once you have gone through her Aptitude Test, speak with Haru the
following Morning to begin her second mission, you will need to escape
the goo girls roaming around, there is no failure so retry as much as you
like! Once you are out the forest enter another brief (but funny/cute) cutscene to then unlock Titfuck Scene.
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Returning back to Valencia, speak to Haru by the fountain again, then rest
up and return to the Dojo the following morning for another Cut-scene, you
will need to cheer Haru up with a Sakura Flower.

Note: Haru mentioned that she found Sakura Flowers blooming in the
Valencia Wild Forest, you will need to get the Emerald Fragment to gain
access to the Forest by going through Mary’s Questline until she gives you
the fragment or complete Evelynn’s Questline to gain the Goddess Slice
from Minerva to get the fragment in the Mysterious Path.
Once you have the Sakura Flower, speak to Haru in the Morning to give
her the Sakura Flower, and the perfect opportunity to kiss her, and then
choose the option Team Building to return to Angel’s Peak for her final
push.
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Haru’s Realm of Pleasure

Cooperate with the shadow to win Haru’s Heart! You do not need to use
any Vitality Tonics.
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Haru’s Realm of Pleasure
Switch to the Haru Shadow and let
her stand on the first red button
(marked O) to deactivate the first
spike (marked O). Get the MC to
stand on the blue button (marked O)
to deactivate the second spike
(marked O). Haru must now stand
on the second red button to
deactivate the first spike, then let her
stand on the first green button
(marked O) to deactivate the third
spike (marked O). Have both MC
and Shadow Haru flip the Blue
Switches (marked O) to activate a
piece of platform (marked O) to
Haru’s heart for Shadow Haru to
cross onto MC’s side. Retrace your
steps to get Haru Shadow out to
stand on the first red switch for MC
to go through first spike, then let
Haru stand on the second green
button to deactivate third spike to
pull the red switch (marked O), have
Haru Shadow jump the platform to
pull the second red switch for the
platform to grow bigger to let MC
cross. Retrace your steps to get MC
out, then have Haru stand on the
yellow switch to deactivate the
fourth spike (marked O) to let MC
through. Then have Haru stand on
the Purple switch (marked O) to
deactivate the fifth spike (marked O)
get MC to stand on the purple switch
to let Haru through the sixth spike.
Have Haru shadow and MC flip the
green switch (marked O) to get the
final piece of the platform to Haru’s
heart, retrace steps to get MC out
and acquire Haru’s heart.
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Enter another brief Cut-scene and get Haru’s confession, then be taken
back to Valencia to unlock Evening Bed Riding Sex scene.
You have now completed Haru’s Questline.
+1 Passion.
You can find Haru in her room in the evenings to see her sex scene,
interacting with her in the morning now allows you to see second dialogue
variation for Titfuck.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Kiss scene
Forest Tit-fuck scene
Evening Bed Riding Sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Fae, you will need the following
Requirements:
Strength +3
Agility +3
Intelligence +5
Lust +3 (to the point you have cleansed the Barrier in Snowy Ridge)
Passion +3 (to the point you have obtained Goddess Dive)
Scenes will be marked in Pink.
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• Morning: Go speak with Fae in the Library and she will tell you
about your studies and will want you to reach Intelligence Level 2
the next time you speak with her. Study in the Library and gain
Intelligence Level 1.
• Midday: Go to Flora and speak with her about helping with her
plants, enter her shop and talk to her about helping her out, gain
intelligence and 6 Gold.
Note #1: Repeat this process until you have Intelligence Level 2.
Note #2: When you have spare time, go to the Dojo and increase Strength.
• Morning: (Once you have Intelligence Level 2) Speak with Fae and
she will tell you to read a tablet in Valencia, the Tablet is located
above the Valencia Coast Entrance, interacting with the Tablet
facing down gives a funny interaction. Reading the Tablet you learn
some lore and can control the weather with the Tablet. Go back to
Fae and she will want you to gain Intelligence Level 3.
Note: Repeat the previous process until you have Intelligence Level 3.
• Morning: (Once you have Intelligence Level 3) Speak with Fae and
she will tell you about two (2) more Tablets to read from, one in
Valencia Coast Pirate’s Cove and the other in the Haunted Woods
Spider’s Den.
From here, in the mornings you can swap out Studying and start increasing
Agility to level 3, you are required to get from Akane and Haru, the Bronze
Gauntlet and Angel’s Feather to reach Pirate’s Cove. Go buy Rope from
Evelynn and get the Amethyst Fragment from the well near the Purple
Boundary, and at night go into the Haunted Woods to the Spider’s Den and
interact with the Tablet to get some lore.
Once you have the Bronze Gauntlet and Angel’s Feather, go to Pirate’s
Cove in Valencia Coast, and find the Tablet (it will be where you are
required to hop some rocks).
After you have read both Tablets, go back to Fae and tell her the good
news, and she will give the option to tutor you in your studies. Ask her for
a tutor lesson and unlock Boob-Job scene.
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• Morning: Speak with Fae again and she would want your
Intelligence to be level 5 before you can continue.
Note: You can now study with Fae, keep your focus to gain a larger amount
of experience to Intelligence.
Increase your Intelligence to level 5 and make sure you have Passion +3
and Lust +3.
• Morning: (once Intelligence is level 5) Speak with Fae and she has
two more tablets to be read. The one is in Snowy Ridge and the other
in Valencia Forest.
Go to Snowy Ridge and reach the Mausoleum.

The Tablet will contain the clue to getting inside the Mausoleum (Marked
O), the Graves will solve the puzzle (Marked O). Once inside make your
way through to the end and interact with the tablet.
Destroy the barrier in Snowy Ridge and then make your way to Valencia
Forest.
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The Barriers will be gone, and you can enter the pond to find yourself in
the Flower Meadow. Dodge all Bee Monsters (or do not, your choice) and
read the second tablet for more lore, an agility potion can also be obtained.
Make your way back to Fae and complete the quest, to then unlock
Spooning Table Sex scene.
You have completed Fae’s Questline.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Boob-job scene
Spooning table sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

Note: There is no requirement of any item or time of day (except
Midnight) to unlock all scenes.
Scenes will be marked in Pink.
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• Morning: Go see Sera at the Inn and wake her up.

Speak with Sera and she will have a task for you, accept the task and go to
the basement.
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3
2

1

Move Box 1 (marked numbers) to the left or right, then move Box 2 to the
left, then head to box 3 and move left to then get the key from the chest
(Marked O).
Hand Sera the key and receive a bottle for your reward. Speak with Sera
again and she will have a task for you the following day.
• Morning: Speak with Sera after waking her up (again) to receive
another task.
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2
7

6

5

3
4

1

Move Box 1 (marked numbers) to the left or right, then move Box 2 to the
left, head down to Box 3 and move down, push Box 4 down, push Box 5
down and then push Box 6 down and push Box 7 up. Retrieve the Comfy
Slippers.
Speak to Sera and hand her the slippers. Head upstairs to Room 201 to
unlock Hand-Job scene. Speak with Sera again and come back to the next
day.
• Morning: Speak with Sera again after waking her up. She will have
one final task for you, head on to the storage on the top floor of the
Inn.
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4 5
3

6
2

1
Move Box 1 (Marked numbers) up, move Box 2 up, move Box 3 left or
right, move Box 4 up, get the Intelligence Potion from the blue chest
(marked O), move Box 5 right, move Box 6 right and retrieve the…
Undergarments?
Head back to Sera and speak with her to unlock Standing Doggy Sex scene.
You have completed Sera’s Questline.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Maya, you will need the following
Requirements:
Bronze Gauntlet
Angel’s feather
Ruby Fragment
Aquamarine Fragment
50 Gold
Scenes will be marked in Pink.
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• Morning: Go to Maya’s Mineshaft and speak with her. She will have
a treasure map for ten (10) Gold. Purchase the map. Examine the
map to get the clue.
Note: It is recommended to go through Evelynn’s Questline and the
Lust Story Questline.

In Valencia, you will find the trees on the map, be observant. You will get
6 Goddess Coins when finding the treasure spot.
Return to Maya and speak with her, she will have another treasure map for
another ten (10) Gold.
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In Valencia’s Maze Garden, you will find the treasure you seek. You will
get 8 Goddess Coins.
Return to Maya, the Mineshaft will be a little bigger than last you went
there, and she will have another treasure map to purchase for another ten
(10) Gold.
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You will find the treasure spot in Valencia Cave; you will require the
Bronze Gauntlet to get it. Go train with Akane to get the Bronze Gauntlet
when you have Strength +3. You will get 10 Goddess Coins.
Return to Maya for another treasure map for another ten (10) Gold.
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You will find the Treasure spot in Valencia Coast. You will need the
Angel’s Feather and the Ruby Fragment. The Mineshaft will have gotten
bigger after you returned. You will get 12 Goddess Coins from the treasure
spot.
Return to Maya for the last treasure map, for another ten (10) Gold.
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In Snowy Ridge you will find the treasure spot. You will require getting the
Aquamarine Fragment from getting Lust +3. You will get 15 Goddess
Coins.
Return to Maya and she will give you a reward for all your treasure
hunting. Unlock Standing Doggy Sex scene.
You have finished Maya’s Questline.
Back to Index
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The Valencia Wild Forest is accessed by acquiring the Emerald Fragment
that can be obtained in either Mary’s Questline or after getting +1 to
Passion and talking to Minerva to gain Goddess Slice.
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Mysterious Path

You will find the Mysterious Path entrance just South of Home, East from
the Green Barrier, or near Cheat Rock.
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Tana, you will need the following
Requirement:
Emerald Fragment
Goddess Slice.
Scene will be marked in Pink.
Recommendation: To acquire all collectables in Tana’s Questline,
Evelynn’s Questline is highly recommended before you begin Tana’s
Questline.
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Morning (or Midday): Once you have gone into the Forest, go to the
right (or character’s left), slice the pesky vine in your way (marked
O).

Moving forward an awkward (but funny) cut-scene will play with the
Monster Hunter, Tana.
Talk to Tana and she will mention a mission for you, ask her about the
mission.
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Hop on down to the starting point of your mission and begin Tana’s
Mission 1. Use the Slingshot to stun the Goo Girls if they spot you. Take it
slow and see where they point to or walk, just do not get surrounded on
both sides as it means you will be caught.
Note: If you are caught and lose all energy, come back in during Midday or
the following day, the vines you had cut will still be gone.
After completing her mission, a cut-scene will play and she will ask if the
Goo Girls or it was herself that made you “overheat”. Either choice results
in unlocking Boob-Job scene.
Note: If you chose Morning to start things, it will be Midday and you can
begin Tana’s Second Mission, otherwise if you started things during
Midday you have to come back the following day to start Tana’s Second
Mission.
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Midday (or morning second day): talk to Tana and then select
Mission for her Second Mission to begin, you will have to travel to
the Goo Kingdom.
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Entering the Dangerous part of the Forest the blocked path is now open to
you. The first sighting of a Pink Goo Girl is walking around. Here you are
presented with 2 paths.

1

2

Path 1: A Pink Goo Girl will move up and down and you will have to stun
her to get past, you will avoid the gaze of the second Pink Goo Girl.
Path 2: Avoid the first Goo Girl, being careful not to be in her line of sight
as she moves back, be as close on the line of the second Goo Girl and just
as she looks away run past.
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1

2
3
Here you are presented with 3 Paths:
Path 1: As soon as you move into the Pink Goo Trap, do not move, wait a
bit and then move forward (or you can walk beneath the trap if you so
choose), the hiding Green Goo Girl (marked O) behind Energy Bar will
need to be stunned or walked passed, your choice (her line of sight is only
2 blocks away, the small patch of grass).
Path 2: While the Pink Goo Girl looks away, approaching her you need to
immediately stun her and quickly move passed, either slice the vine quickly
or move around it.
Path 3: The safest path, just hack at the vines in your way, digging from the
stone pile gives 6 Slingshot Pellets.
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The last part is to get passed the Blue Goo Girls, they may be slow, but
they are extremely hard to get off, they will take off 2 bars of Energy if you
get caught. Try and get to the bridge for safety.
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The Orange Goo Girl Knights stand in your way, just move in-between
them for a cut-scene. If you want, interact with the Rookie Knight three
times to get a sprite sex animation.
Enter the Goo Kingdom!
From here, the weather changes to rain but you are safe from any harm.
There is a Warp Device as you enter the Goo Kingdom.
Before having an audience with the Slime Queen, there is a boulder that
needs pushing (requires Strength Level 3 and Bronze/Iron Gauntlet), the
chest will give an Intelligence Potion.
Have an audience with the Slime Queen and then be on your way to the
Boundary to stop the threat.
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Cut the Vine to get 2 Goddess Coins from the green chest (marked O).
Interact with the Shadow Vortex to begin cleansing the Boundary.
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In this new area, just stand still until a cut-scene plays and you will gain a
power-up to defeat the Monster. Do not worry about being hurt, just shoot
the bastard five (5) times!
After defeating the Monster, head back to the Slime Queen. She will thank
you and will unlock her Gooey Reverse Butt-slam Sex scene. Interact with
the slimes if you want dialogue. Head back to Tana, or rest up for the day
first, for your last mission.
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Talk to Tana before the mission and then ask her about the mission.
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Tana’s Mission 3

1

2
5
3

4
The Scarecrows (marked numbers) are scattered all over the forest, evade all Goo Girls as much as possible.
The Chest (marked O) requires hopping over the rocks, you will need Agility Level 3 and Akane’s Angelic Feather. You will
get 5 Goddess Coins. The Stone Pile (marked O) gives 6 Slingshot Pellets if you did not pick them up earlier.
After you have gotten all Scarecrows a cut-scene will play. Unlock Stump Reverse Riding Sex scene.
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You will now have completed everything of Tana’s Questline. Talk to her
again to know how she got there.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Boob-Job scene
Stump Reverse Riding Sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with the Slime Queen, you will need the
following Requirement:
Tana’s second mission

The Slime Queen will still be standing by her chair within her Kingdom
after you have saved it (the Kingdom). You can either talk to her and/or go
through her scene.
Scene unlocked:
Gooey Reverse Butt-slam Sex scene
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The Haunted Woods can be accessed by acquiring the Amethyst Fragment
in Valencia Well near the Purple Boundary.
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Amethyst Well Cave
Amethyst Well Cave
Entering the cave, interact with the stone
tablet to get the clue to solve the puzzle
(marked O).
Hint – Walk towards the fiery light.
The Wall Tablet can be interacted and
has some lore (marked O).
The Urn gives 3 gold (marked O).
The purple stones will give the Amethyst
Fragment (marked O).
The last stone tablet gives the clue to
open the Purple Boundary (marked O).
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Maria, you will need the following
Requirement:
Completion of Halloween Horror

Maria will be standing near the Purple Boundary at Night; you can talk to
her there or transport to the Mansion for some ghostly fun!
Scenes unlocked:
Wailed Cowgirl scene
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Back to Index

To fully unlock everything with Auri, you will need the following
Requirements:
Amethyst Fragment
10 Gold (for Rope)
Scene will be marked in Pink.
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If you have completed the above sections of characters or started fresh, it
does not matter in the slightest. Auri is accessible when you immediately
start the game after the tutorial.
You will need 10 Gold to go to Evelynn and buy some rope. Go to the
Purple Boundary/ Haunted Woods door, there is a Well that you can place
the rope to go down.

Go through the puzzle and you will achieve the Amethyst Fragment and 3
Gold. From here you must rest, wait until Night and go through to the
Haunted Woods.
Within the Haunted Woods, go to the right where the Potion Shop is and
Auri will be on the other side, enter a Cut-scene when you get close.
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After the Cut-scene follow suit (not the one you wear)! Enter another Cutscene after walking forward.
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Portal Puzzle #1
Puzzle 1
To complete this puzzle all
you have to do is interact
with the red numerals.
Note: Choosing between
either “2”s make no
difference.

2

1

2

Follow Auri again through
the Green Portal and enter
another Cut-scene before
starting Puzzle 2.
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Portal Puzzle #2
Portal Puzzle 2
To complete, follow red
numerals.
Completing puzzle,
follow Auri into the
Green Portal.

1
2

Enter another Cut-scene
for Portal Puzzle 3.
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Portal Puzzle #3
Portal Puzzle 3
Follow the red numerals.
Completing puzzle,
follow Auri into the
Green Portal.

3
1

2
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After entering Green Portal, a Cut-scene will appear, you are now in Auri’s home gain Kiss
Scene.

Ending the Cut-scene you will get a Mythical Potion. Auri will want you to drink what is within
the potion before you can visit again.
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Go into Options menu to Items and select Mythical Potion, this potion will grant a one-time heavy
bonus to XP for any stat.

Note: if you started the game from the beginning, any of the above stats will increase to Level 1
only. However, to gain the missing levels with chosen skill just go do a task that increases the XP
for that skill, you should probably get to level 3 easily for any of the chosen skills.
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Re-enter the portal and go up to sparkling looking hole (O marked), get Glory Hole Blow-Job
scene.

You have now completed everything with Auri! Well done!

Back to Index
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Valencia Coast can be accessed by acquiring the Ruby Fragment in
Valencia Cave near the Red Boundary (left of Library, north of Inn/Bar).
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Back to Index
If you came here through
Evelynn’s Questline, use
this link to return to the
section you linked to.

Valencia Cave
Valencia Cave
Move the boulder (marked O), if
you have the Iron Gauntlet.
The boulders (marked O) require
a certain way of moving to get
through. There are quite a number
of ways, however they are simple
to get passed.
Starting Hint: Move first outer
boulders (from middle) up and
middle boulder left or right.
If you messed up with the
boulders, step onto the golden
plate (marked O) to restart the
puzzle.
The Pink-ish ‘rocks’ (marked O)
will provide the Ruby Fragment.
The two stone plates (marked O)
provide information on lore.
The boulder (marked O) requires
to be pushed down to interact
with the vase to earn 3 gold.
The Iron boulder (marked O) can
be moved with the Gauntlet of
Hera to get Bow Charm.
The Silver rocks (marked O)
gives 15 Gold, you need the
Golden Shovel to unearth the
gold.
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Back to Index

To unlock everything with the Mermaid Queen, you will need the
following Requirements:
Goddess Dive
Rope
Scene will be marked in Pink.
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When you have gotten Passion level 3 and have talked to Minerva for the
mission to save the Mermaid Kingdom, go buy some rope from Evelynn (I
know this sounds weird but trust me >_>). Go to Valencia Coast and
interact with a new whirlpool that has opened up (south of Boundary
Door).

Dive into the Whirlpool and be taken to a new area.
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Underwater Depths

Swim your way to the Mermaid Queen (marked O) via the waves. Dodge all enemies (marked O), beware of
the Sirens (marked O) as they can slow your movement. Talk to the Mermaid Queen and then interact with
the Crystal Pillar (marked O) to escape (all enemies will not attack you as the Mermaid Queen keeps you
safe), knock down the second Crystal Pillar to get 5 Gold from Chest. Break the last Ice Pillars to make your
way to the Queen’s Throne Room.
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Talk to the Mermaid Queen to be given a mission to repair the seal. Going
above is the Mermaid Queen’s bedchambers, a guard will stop you from
entering. The Mermaid Nurse (marked O) can heal you if Energy is below
3, get Energy to 1 to see Nurse Hand-Job Sprite scene.
Go to the right to pass the Siren’s Trials.
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Siren’s Trials
Siren’s Trials

3

2

Begin the first trial (marked 1)
and the statue will give a path
to follow with “slice” at the
end. Hint: an item that allows
you to cut things that blocks
your path.
Make your way to the second
trial (marked 2) and the statue
will tell you to wait patiently
for 15 seconds.
Make your way to the third
trial (marked 3) and the statue
will ask for a peculiar item,
use the Rope.
Make your way to the exit and
to the Seal Room.

1
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Interact with the seal (marked O) and be taken to a new area. In this area
you are given a temporary power boost, shoot the red crystal balls to lower
the “shield” and face the creature by shooting it 5 times.
Once the creature is defeated and you are taken back to meet the Mermaid
Queen with the seal repaired, the Queen asks to speak with you in her
Throne Room, make your way back to the Throne Room.
Talking to the Queen in her throne room she wishes to thank you for your
help in her bedchambers.
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The red chest (marked O) gives 2 Goddess Coins.
Unlock Mermaid Queen Blow-Job scene.
You have completed the Mermaid Queen’s Questline.
Note: The guard that guards the Mermaid’s Queen’s bedchambers can be
asked to give a sprite hand-job.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Mermaid Queen Blow-Job scene.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To unlock everything with Minerva, you will need the following
Requirement:
Passion Level 3
Scenes will be marked in Pink. Minerva follows the Passion Storyline.
To talk to Minerva, you need to go through the Mysterious Coin Quest.
This quest is started by interacting with the sparkles near Valencia’s Water
Fountain (Roselyn can be seen there in the Mornings).
Achieve Passion Level 1 to gain access to Goddess Slice. Talking to
Minerva about Passion, she has a mission for you to go save the Goo
Kingdom, go save the Kingdom by seeing Tana’s Questline. After saving
the Goo Kingdom, go talk to Minerva again.
Achieving Passion Level 2 you are granted a Boob-Job scene with her tale
of events to all the chaos.
Achieving Passion Level 3 will grant you the Goddess Dive, with a mission
to save the Mermaid Kingdom, go save the Kingdom by seeing the
Mermaid Queen’s Questline.
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Once you have saved the Mermaid Queen’s Kingdom, talk to Minerva to
bond with her and unlock Standing Doggy Sex scene.
+1 Passion.
You have completed the Passion Storyline and won Minerva’s heart and
body.
Scenes unlocked (in chronological order):
Boob-Job scene
Standing Doggy Sex scene
Back to Index
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Back to Index

To unlock everything with ‘Nyx’, you will need the following
Requirement:
Lust Level 3
Scenes will be marked in Pink. ‘Nyx’ follows the Lust Storyline.
Start off with getting Lust Level 1 and go to sleep, a warm voice will talk
to you and you have the option to choose what to say (either choice does
not matter).
After getting Lust Level 2 go to sleep again and a cut-scene will play with a
mysterious being and her subordinate. Following the next day, rest until
night and go to the Haunted Woods to follow north from the swamp. You
will meet with the subordinate and have a small chat, after the
conversation, go back home and sleep.
After getting Lust Level 3 go to sleep again and the warm voice will talk to
you again to then choose what you say. You are now given the Aquamarine
Fragment that allows you to enter the Blue Boundary.
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The following morning go to the Blue Boundary and enter the Snowy
Ridge, a pot above gives 5 Sling Pellets, enter the dangerous area of Moth
Girls, there are Purple Pillars blocking an entrance (we will come to that
later), continue and you will see a crack in the wall, a dark elf guard and a
building.
Interact with the Dark Elf twice and then a third time for a funny statement,
the cracked wall requires the Bronze Gauntlet to break and you will meet
two Dark Elves getting it on by spying on them.
Enter the building and interact with the seal, then enter a brief cut-scene
with Vera, now all the Purple pillars that you have seen along the way have
disappeared. The Purple Pillars blocking an entrance in the Snowy Ridge
will have silver rocks that can be unearthed with the Golden Shovel – silver
rocks give 3 Goddess Coins.
Head back to Valencia and then to the Church, which was previously
blocked by the Purple Pillars (the Church is along the way to the Blue
Boundary and above the Dojo), interact with the seal there and you will
enter a brief cut-scene with Nyx, to then get a Hand-Job. After a brief cutscene, unbeknownst to the MC (but beknownst to us), it is found that this
person known as Nyx, is not who they say they are.
+1 Lust.
You have completed the Lust Storyline and perhaps have awakened
something you shouldn’t have…
Back to Index
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Statistics
The number of items to gold or Goddess coins acquired in every area and
Character Questlines (i.e. their Realm of Pleasures).
Village (+ Raylene’s Cellar, + Garden Maze, + Valencia Cave, + Well,
+ Roselyn’s Storage + Library):
Items: 1 Vitality Tonic; 1 Charm Potion; 4 Books; Flower
Charm; Slingshot Pellets (5); Bow Charm
Gold: 55 (13 Village, 8 Raylene’s Cellar, 13 Garden Maze, 18
Valencia Cave, 3 Well)
Goddess Coins: 24 (1 Mysterious Coin, 5 Nyx’s Fountain, 6
Raylene’s Cellar, 3 Cupid’s Garden, 3 Garden Maze, 1 Sakura
Gauntlet, 3 Library, 2 Church)
Wild Forest (+ Santa’s Workshop area, + Goo Kingdom):
Items: Agility Potion; Holiday Charm; 6 Slingshot Pellets, Ice
Charm
Gold: 22
Goddess Coins: 10 (3 Santa’s Workshop, 2 Goo Kingdom)
Haunted Woods (+Boulder Valley, + Spider Den):
Items: Spooky Charm; Slingshot Pellets (5); Intelligence Potion;
Spider Silk
Gold: 4
Goddess Coins: 6 (1 Boulder Valley)
Valencia Coast (+ Pirate’s Cove, + Mermaid Queen Domain):
Items: Slingshot Pellets (5); Intelligence Potion; Charm Potion
Gold: 23 (8 Temple, 10 Pirate’s Cove, 5 Mermaid Queen
Domain)
Goddess Coins: 2 (Mermaid Queen Domain)
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Snowy Ridge:
Items: 5 Sling Pellets
Goddess Coins: 3
Sakura Forest:
Items: Intelligence Potion; Charm Potion; Carrot Charm
Goddess Coins: 2
Ice Castle:
Goddess Coins: 5
Mary’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 14
Roselyn’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 11
Raylene’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 8
Evelynn’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 4
Gold Coins: 50
Akane’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 5
Maya’s Questline:
Goddess Coins: 51
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Totals (Gold and Goddess Coins):
Gold: 154
Goddess Coins: 145
Scenes gained:
Mary: 9

Akane: 4

Roselyn: 5

Haru: 3

Raylene: 7

Mermaid Queen: 1

Evelynn: 3

Fae: 2

Tana: 2

‘Nyx’: 1

Slime Queen: 1

Sera: 2

Auri: 1

Maya: 1

Minerva: 2
Total Scenes gained from questlines: 44
Back to Index
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Back to Index

The Cheat Rock is, well, a massive rock that allows for cheating!
Inked > See Mary’s Retro Look.
Blessing > Blesses you with 15 Goddess Coins.
ResetHer > Resets character roles and names.
SirenSez > Resets all dialogue text to the original.
Autosave > Enables/Disables Autosave feature.
LokiKiss > Max’s out all trainable stats to level 5.
To know these have worked, you will hear a bell ringing sound.
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Back to Index

This is the Extra Content section, to get access to scenes not found in
character routes or story, you will need to visit Ella the Fairy.
Costume Charm locations are given in Character Costumes section, while
Book of Tales Charms are given in Book of Tales section.
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Back to Index

Ella the Fairy can be found in Valencia’s Autumn Woods, the woods are
near the Purple Boundary. You will require the Goddess Slice to gain
access to Autumn Woods.

Ella allows for you to buy stuff from her with charms that are found, along
with Goddess Coins.
Merchandise:
Goddess Coins (1) > 10 Gold
Cupid’s Outfit > Cupid’s Charm + 5 Goddess Coins
Apron Outfit > Bow Charm + 3 Goddess Coins
Bunny Outfit > Carrot Charm + 5 Goddess Coins
Holiday Outfit > Holiday Charm + 5 Goddess Coins
Festival Outfit > Barley Charm + 3 Goddess Coins
Halloween Horror Tale > Halloween Charm + 15 Goddess Coins
Salacious Sakura Tale > Flower Charm + 15 Goddess Coins
Bosom Beach Tale > Shell Charm + 15 Goddess Coins
Arctic Allure Tale > Icy Charm + 15 Goddess Coins
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Back to Index

The Book of Tales is accessed on a podium in the Bunny Manor, as you
collect the pages, and interacting with, the book will insert the page
(magically of course) and then you may begin the tale. Make sure you have
the requirements to play the tale (see current Tale sections to see their
respective requirements).
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Back to Index

Halloween Charm.

The Halloween Charm (marked O) can be found in the Haunted Woods by
the Spooky Manor, you will require the Amethyst Fragment before you can
enter.
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Flower Charm.

The Charm can be found in the Garden Maze (Marked O), you will need
the Goddess Slice from Minerva to enter the Maze.
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Shell Charm.

The Shell Charm (Marked O) can be found in a Whirlpool in Valencia once
you have gotten the Goddess Dive from Minerva.
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Icy Charm.

The Icy Charm (marked O) can be located in an area accessed by Santa’s
Workshop, once you have completed Mary’s Questline, go to the Wild
Forest and see a vortex with Mary to access Santa’s Workshop, see Mary’s
Costume page for more details.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

Our tale begins with Raylene scaring the crap out of everyone with a
Horror Story about the Manor in the Haunted Woods, and after much
debate about whether the story holds truth or not, you all decide to
investigate the Manor in the Haunted Woods.
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Haunted Manor:
The Manor has
four places to see,
the West Hall
(Red Arrow), the
East Hall (Green
Arrow), and two
locked doors
(Marked O).
Take note a Suit
of Armour with no
Spear (Marked O).
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Once inside the manor and a semi-long scene, go to the West Hall with
Mary, a ghost will appear briefly.

After a short cut-scene. Talk to Mary, she will also give a slight hint when
you choose “help” option. Pick up the spear (Marked O) and go back to the
Main Hall. Place the Spear on the Suit of Armour. A Wisp will appear and
open the first locked door.
Note: From here you do have two (2) routes you can take. Both do add up
to the same path in the end, but I recommend you save and see both. The
first route is being taken for this guide, the other has not. To get the second
route, ignore the spear above and just go to the East Hall to then go
underground after cut-scene.
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Enter the room and interact with the Wisp, it will want to play a game with
you.

This is a memory game consisting of two (2) rounds, just memorise the doll
eyes and repeat them, the first round three (3) eyes need to be memorised
and second round five (5) eyes. The Wisp will “run” away out the room
and you follow.
Mary will call for you when you exit the room, and so go to her, calming
her down. From here is 2 different events, if she has just 2 Hearts you
access Thigh-Job scene, if 3 Hearts you access Standing Doggy scene. Talk
to her again.
Note: The 3rd Heart scene IS the Blue Heart content.
Go to the East Hall (where Roselyn and Raylene went when you all entered
the manor) to be taken outside.
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A cut-scene will occur. Interacting with Rose after cut-scene, she will ask
whose costume you like, choose any (save before interacting to see
different dialogue responses). Talk to Raylene too. To the right of them is a
stone pile (Marked by O), shovel that pile away and go down the ladder.
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Catacombs
Hide-and-Seek
Puzzle
There are two rounds
the Wisp (Marked O)
will want you to play.
If you fail twice in the
first round the timer
will increase from 10
to 20 seconds.
If you fail twice in the
second round the timer
will increase from 16
to 30 seconds.
The first round will
only have 4 coffins in
2 sequences, the
second round follows
1 sequence with all
coffins.
In the Silver Chest is a
Strength Potion
(Marked O).
Ladder takes you to a
key (Marked O).
Do read the book
(Marked O) for a
small bit of lore.
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Catacombs Round 1 Sequence 1

2

1

3
4
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Catacombs Round 1 Sequence 2 if lost Sequence 1

2

3

1

4
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Catacombs Round 2 Sequence

5

1

2
6
7

4

3
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After you completed both rounds, you will hear a scream upstairs,
investigate. Turns out Rose and Raylene gave you the one up, after a small
cut-scene you access Raylene and Roselyn’s Hand-Job duo scene.
Go back downstairs to where a bridge has elevated with both Wisps, the
Ghost Girl, Maria, appears and thanks you for finding her friends (the
Wisps).

The key (Marked O) to her room is up the ladder past the bridge, once you
retrieved it, go to Maria’s room (second locked door) for a small cut-scene
and then access Maria’s Riding/Cowgirl scene.
After this the tale ends by you keeping the secret of the Ghost Girl.
All costumes gained from this story can be worn by accessing the wardrobe
of the characters.
Mary’s Witch Costume.
Roselyn’s Cat Costume.
Raylene’s Vampire Costume.
The scenes can be re-played by interacting with the characters in their
costumes at Night or by entering the Halloween Horror tale again.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

Our tale begins going to a Flower Ceremony, paying homage to the
Goddesses, however you did not get a flower to offer. Making both Mary
and Roselyn mad, but their anger did not last long as a rift suddenly
appeared, although Roselyn was hesitant to explore where it led to, that
however did not stop you nor Mary from entering and thus she followed
behind.
Upon entering you all find yourselves in a different place, known as the
Sakura Forest, just in time for a Ceremony to begin. Minerv – A Tree
Sprite appears telling of the Ceremony and it is up to you to find the
Passion Bunny (Mary) and the Lust Bunny (Roselyn) within. Thus, your
hunt begins!
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Enter the Forest (indicated Red Arrow). You can also go back via the
portal (Marked O) to exit the tale (why would you want to do that?).
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Sakura Forest

From here is a puzzle, interact with the wall plate (Marked O) for
information. Interact with the Orb to change the layout of the Forest
(Marked O), and considering the Order of the Orb, the paths has been
written below in accordance to that.
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Gold Path (follow the Yellow Daffodils): start off with going Left, Up,
Down (the next area after Down will have a vine to cut with a pile of stones
that give 2 Goddess Coins), Right and you will have found the Passion
Bunny (Marked O).

Interact with her then exit, revisit the path and you will get an Intelligence
Potion.
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Indigo Path (follow the Blue Hyacinth): start off with going Up, Right,
Right, Up and you will have found the Lust Bunny (Marked O).

Interact with her then exit, now that you have found both Bunnies, the Tree
Sprite will appear to tell you to go to the Unification Tree, which can be in
Crimson or Jade Paths.
Revisit the Indigo Path before you take another path to get a Charm Potion.
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Crimson Path (follow the Red Roses): Start with going Right, Left, Left,
Left, Down and you will have found the Carrot Charm (Marked O). You
will need the Gauntlet of Hera to move the silver boulder out the way
(Marked O).
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Jade Path (follow the daisies): Start with going Left, Down, Right, Up and
you will have found the Unification Tree. Note: Save before the final Up
so you can see both choices.

Access to Mary/Roselyn’s Bunny Blow-Job scene. After you have
completed the Unification Ceremony, exit to change the Orb to the last
entry: Sakura.
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Sakura Path
Sakura Path Puzzle

3

3

The final trial is getting
through this area, since you
have gone through the
Unification Ceremony the
Sakura bushes blocking you
will disappear (Marked O).
Get rid of all the Vines in the
area (Marked O).

2
2
1
1

To get rid of all the blocking
Sakura bushes you need to
interact with the pillars
(Marked O). Each Pillar rids
its own Sakura bush (Marked
by numbers).
Read what each Pillar asks,
pillar 1 will go with the plant
(Marked O). Pillar 2 will
give questions on Primary
and Secondary Colours and
Pillar 3 will ask on
Observations.
To get passed the Rock
(Marked O) you will need to
interact with the Goddess
Statue. Use the path you
have created to quickly cross
(you have 4 seconds! Hop to
it!).
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Now that you have completed the puzzle, interact with the Tree Sprite
(Marked O).

Access to Minerva’s Standing Doggy scene. Once the Ceremony has been
completed, you have finished the Salacious Sakura tale, Mary and Roselyn
will not remember what happened thanks to the spell.
Costumes unlocked:
Mary’s Bunny Costume.
Roselyn’s Rabbit Costume.
You can revisit all scenes by checking the Salacious Sakura Page.
Back to Index
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Our tale begins at a resort that Evelynn built on a secluded mysterious
island. What felt like a time for some R and R with those close to you
quickly turned south when Evelynn put you in charge of the resort. It’s
time to make sure your guests are happy during their time and make this a
wonderful experience for returning visits!
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There are numerous ways you can get everything in the tale, but there is a
way recommend (though slow) to get absolutely everything. First up go
Pool Hopping (marked O) with any of your two guests and then buy a
“cheap” gift to give one of the guests you cannot get to spend time with at
the Resort Shop (marked O) and then Pool Hop with the final guest.
Pool Hopping Challenge (order from least difficulty to most):
Mary: Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, and Down.
Haru: Right, Down, Up, Left, Right, Down, Up, Left, and Up.
Akane: Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Down, Down, Up, and Right.
Evelynn: Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, Up, Up, Down, and Right.
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Note: Make sure to save a lot and memorise the sequence to each guests’
Pool Hop and to check which guest likes the gift you give them.
Note #2: In a given day you should be able to accumulate 8-9 Eve Coins.
Do this at least 4 times/days before talking to Mary and receive a quest
from her. Go buy a cheap gift and give it to any guest you unfortunately
will not be able to spend time except Mary. Go on a solo date to the Wild
Forest.

2

1
3

The First chicken will move around in the maze as you step onto the “grass
plates”, in order to easily trick him is moving onto two “grass plates”
(marked numbers), then move down avoiding the third “grass plate” and
interacting with the chicken.
The second chicken is hiding somewhere in the grass vines (marked O).
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The third chicken will appear from an unknown dimension by solving the
sequence of the fire pillars, the hint to solve the sequence is given by the
stone tablet (marked O).
Return to the Resort and tell Mary the good news, then Pool Hop with 2
guests you have not given a gift to except Mary.
Note: A new challenger has arrived for Pool Hop (do not take the fowl
likely!).
The following day, your guests have now been satisfied enough for you to
take a breather. Start taking Haru on a date and then followed by Akane,
finally you can choose either Mary or Evelynn (make sure to give either a
gift before you do). The next day go interact with Haru or Akane and select
a new option “Relax?” and unlock Haru/Akane Double Blow-job scene
(remember to say they both did a good job).
Go on a date with the final guest you did not go on a date with. Now that
you have successfully satisfied all guests at the Resort, you can purchase
two new items at the Resort Shop. Buy the new items and rest up for the
day. In the Resort, select the new option “VIP Room”, you will unlock
Mary/Evelynn Threesome Sex scene.
Note: Choosing between either Mary or Evelynn results in one getting a
boost to satisfaction and the other not so much.
The following day you can party up with a guest and take them to the Love
Suite for threesome sprite scenes. There are many scenes to choose from,
others result in the maximum satisfaction for your guests, others not,
experiment and see ‘em all!
The Restricted Ticket at the Resort Shop allows you to see a Tit-fuck Sprite
scene with an Octopus Monster Girl, interact with the Octopus Monster
Girl again and choose a new option “Endure” for an extra variation.
Back to Index
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Back to Index

Our tale begins when an unexpected snow storm arrived in Valencia,
causing all to take shelter from its icy grip. However, not for you, as you
need to find Mary, whom has mysteriously disappeared. Requesting the
help of Fae and your trusty Elf helper Roselyn by your side, you brave the
icy inhabitant of the Ice Castle. Will you be able to solve the tricky puzzles
and save Mary, or will your body unexpectantly be “frozen” over?
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After a brief cut-scene, go to the library for another brief cut-scene to be
taken to the Ice Castle in Dragonia.
Entering the Castle, you will not be able to pass the ice barriers and will
have to complete the puzzles.
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Sliding Ice Puzzle #1

To complete this puzzle, follow the red line and slide your way to the fiery pillar
(marked O).
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Sliding Ice Puzzle #2

To complete this puzzle, follow the red line (or gold line for alternate
route to a certain point) and slide your way to the fiery pillar (marked
O).
Make your way back and to enter a brief cut-scene and new area – the
Guest Room.
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Interact with Roselyn (marked O) to unlock Echo Blow-Job scene.
Note: Depending on how far you have gotten with hearts (Questline) with
Roselyn, she will only give dialogue with one heart and the blow-job scene
with two.
The door (marked O) can only be opened if you have gotten the Ice Prism,
go upstairs for the first puzzle (marked O), if/when complete, follow
downstairs (marked O).
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Snowball Puzzle

Push the snow balls into the holes in the red line path (gold line
alternate path to certain point). The stone plate has some dialogue
(marked O). When both snow balls are in the holes, proceed downstairs.
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Sliding Ice Puzzle #3

To get the Ice Prism (marked O), follow the red line path. The first gold
chest (marked O) can be acquired by following the green line path, the
chest gives 2 Goddess Coins. The second gold chest (marked O) can be
acquired after taking the same path to get the Ice Prism by following the
gold line path, the chest gives 3 Goddess Coins.
Head back to the Guest Room and insert the Ice Prism in the empty globe,
the door will turn blue and enter.
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Follow the blonde figure and into a new area for a brief cut-scene and
unlock Mary’s Ice Queen Missionary Sex scene. After the scene, you are
free to leave and Mary meets the Norse God Skadi.
Costumes unlocked:
Mary’s Ice Queen Costume
Roselyn’s Elf Costume

Back to Index
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Mary:
Adventure Costume (top left) – gained by completing Mary’s questline.
Halloween Costume (top middle left) – gained by completing Halloween
Horror tale.
Bunny Costume (Top middle right) – gained by completing Salacious
Sakura tale.
Festive (Nice/Naughty) costume (top right) – gained by finding Holiday
Charm in Wild Forest, unlocks Riding/Cowgirl Sex scene.
Naked Apron (Bottom left) – gained by getting the Bow Charm in the
Valencia Cave with the Gauntlet of Hera. Unlock Echo Hand Job Scene.
Nude (Bottom middle) – gained by seeing the bath sex scene, allows for
Mary to masturbate in the evening, unlocks Morning Hand-Job/Blow-Job
variant scene and evening Bed Sex scene.
Ice Queen (Bottom right) – gained by completing Arctic Allure tale.
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Above is a vortex and a stone (Marked O). The stone will say: “Let
maternal hands Guide you…” To solve this is in the word(s) “maternal”
and “hands guide you”, know that and you got it.
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Santa’s Workshop
The Festive Charm will
be in the brown chest
(Marked O).
The Snowman (Marked
O) can be interacted
with.
The stone pile (Marked
O) will give 3 Goddess
coin.
Santa’s Workshop is not
open (Marked O).
The trail on the side will
take you to the Ice
Charm (Marked O).
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The Bow Charm location.

To get the Bow Charm (marked O) you will need the Gauntlet of Hera to
push the Iron Boulder in Valencia Cave.
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To get this scene you will require having Mary in her Bunny Costume,
upon talking to her she will grant a quest, to capture all Butterflies that
escaped Sakura Forest. Wait until Midnight to find them around Valencia.
Butterfly Locations:
Butterfly 1 – Near where the Blue Boundary is, you will need Rope and the
Angel’s Feather to get it.
Butterfly 2 – Near the Manor’s Garden Maze.
Butterfly 3 – Near the Purple Boundary.
Finding them all go to sleep and talk to Mary the next morning. After a
brief Cut-scene with her, you will get her Echo scene.
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Roselyn:
Cat/Feline Costume (top left) – gained from completing Halloween Horror
tale.
Rabbit Costume (top middle) – gained from completing Salacious Sakura
tale.
Angel Costume (top right) – gained by getting Cupid’s Charm. You can
find the charm by going to Rose’s Storage near her house. At Night with
Roselyn in the Angel Costume, go to the Inn, upstairs and to the red pinkish door. Unlock Missionary Sex Scene.
Elf Costume (bottom middle) – gained by completing Arctic Allure tale.
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Trial Gate #1:

Lust Challenge Room
This is exactly the same as
Roselyn’s mini-game. Except
the timer is slightly shorter,
there are 3 Roselyn clones and
5 Hearts to capture.
Use the Levers to de-spawn
the clones (Marked O).
Heart Locations (Marked O).
Once all 5 Hearts are captured,
the bridge will open (Marked
O). The Roselyn clones have
vanished, allowing safe
passage everywhere.
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Cupid’s Garden
Cupid’s Charm is in the
Pink Chest (Marked O).
The letter contains a
small piece of
information (Marked
O).
The chest below the
letter to where a
piercing arrow is
pointing (Marked O)
gives 3 Goddess Coins.
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To get Roselyn’s Echo scene you will need her Cat/Feline costume from
Halloween Horror. Talking to her in this costume, she will tell you she
needs Spider Silk, this can be found in the Spider Den in Haunted Woods.
In the Spider Den if you got the Lantern in Raylene’s Questline, you will
be able to see better. You can still get the Spider Silk without the lantern,
but you will have a higher chance of getting caught. Regardless, get the silk
in the cave and then get captured by a spider girl if you want to see their
scenes.
Once you have the Spider Silk you will need to talk to Roselyn the
following morning to enter a brief Cut-scene, then she will keep you busy
until nightfall to unlock her echo scene.
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Raylene:
Latex Costume (left) – gained by completing her Main Questline.
Vampire Costume (middle) – gained by completing Halloween Horror tale.
Oktoberfest Costume (right) – gained by getting the Barley Charm in
Raylene’s Cellar, see the Cellar Puzzle Page for details in Raylene’s
Questline.
Back to Index
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Akane:
Bunny Outfit – Gained from acquiring the Carrot Charm in Salacious
Sakura. Once you have Akane wear this, a rift will appear in their bedroom,
enter the rift and go speak with Akane. Beat her trial and gain Bunny
Cowgirl Sex scene.
Back to Index
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